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bstract

The properties and performance of Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (BSCF) + Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (SDC) (70:30 in weight ratio) composite cathode for
ntermediate-temperature solid-oxide fuel cells were investigated. Mechanical mixing of BSCF with SDC resulted in the adhesion of fine SDC par-
icles to the surface of coarse BSCF grains. XRD, SEM-EDX and O2-TPD results demonstrated that the phase reaction between BSCF and SDC was
egligible, constricted only at the BSCF and SDC interface, and throughout the entire cathode with the formation of new (Ba,Sr,Sm,Ce)(Co,Fe)O3−�

erovskite phase at a firing temperature of 900, 1000, and ≥ 1050 ◦C, respectively. The BSCF + SDC electrode sintered at 1000 ◦C showed an area

pecific resistance of ∼0.064 � cm2 at 600 ◦C, which is a slight improvement over the BSCF (0.099 � cm2) owing to the enlarged cathode surface
rea contributed from the fine SDC particles. A peak power density of 1050 and ∼382 mW cm−2 was reached at 600 and 500 ◦C, respectively, for
thin-film electrolyte cell with the BSCF + SDC cathode fired from 1000 ◦C.
2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are all-solid electrochemi-
al devices that convert the chemical energy stored in fuels to
lectricity in a highly efficient and low-emission way. Recently,
OFCs have received considerable attention due to the increased

mportance of sustainability associated with future worldwide
evelopment [1–3].

The solid-state reaction between the electrolyte and electrode
s a practical problem, since such a reaction could occur during
he fabrication and application of SOFCs [4–8]. The reaction

ay result in the formation of non-conducting phases between

he electrode and electrolyte interface, which would greatly
ncrease the interfacial polarization resistance of the cathode.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 25 83587722; fax: +86 25 83365813.
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n the other hand, the electrocatalyst-electrolyte composite
athode is frequently applied in an attempt to improve the perfor-
ance of oxide electrodes [9–13]. However, the phase reaction

etween the components in the composite electrode and its
nfluence on the cathode performance has been rarely exploited
14,15].

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−� (BSCF) is a promising cathode
aterial for intermediate-temperature (IT) SOFCs [16–19].
he BSCF + SDC (samaria doped ceria) composite has also
een investigated as a potential cathode for IT-SOFCs [20–22].
etailed and systematical investigations into the reaction mech-

nism between BSCF and SDC are helpful in order to optimize
he BSCF + SDC cathode. These investigations are also impor-
ant in that they serve as guidance for the development of new

omposite cathode materials.

In this study, the performance of the BSCF + SDC composite
athode was intensely examined. Particular attention was paid
o the phase reaction between BSCF and SDC and its effect

mailto:shaozp@njut.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.12.051
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n the performance of the composite cathode at intermediate
emperatures.

. Experimental

.1. Powder synthesis

BSCF and SDC powders were prepared by a combined
DTA-citrate complexing method [23]. Metal nitrates in ana-

ytic grade were made into aqueous solutions. Their precise
oncentrations were determined by the EDTA titration method.
hese metal nitrates were then used as the metal ion sources.
he required amounts of metal nitrates were set according to

he stoichiometry of the aimed product. They were made into a
ixed aqueous solution, followed by the addition of EDTA and

itric acid, where both served as complexing agents to ensure
he molecule-level homogeneous mixing of the metal ions in the
olution. NH4OH was applied during the evaporation process to
nsure a solution pH value of ∼6. Through heating and stirring, a
lear gel was finally obtained. The gel was then heated at 250 ◦C
or 10 h to form a solid precursor and finally calcined at 900 ◦C
or 5 h to result in oxides with the desired final composition and
attice structure.

.2. Material characterization

The phase structure of the oxide samples from various
onditions was observed through the use of an X-ray diffrac-
ometer (XRD, Bruker D8 Advance). The microscopic features
f the prepared electrodes were characterized using an Environ-
ental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM, QUATA-2000)

quipped with an Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX) attachment.
he specific surface areas of the samples were character-

zed by N2 adsorption using a BELSORP II instrument at
he temperature of liquid nitrogen. Electrical conductivity was

easured within the temperature range of 300–900 ◦C at inter-
als of 10 ◦C by using the four-terminal DC technique over
ar-shape samples with dimensions of 2 × 5 × 12 mm3, and
g paste was used for electrodes. Current and voltage were

pplied/detected by the Keithely 2420 source meter. Sufficient
tabilization time was applied at each measurement point in
rder to ensure that the electrical conductivity reached steady
tate.

Under the reduced atmosphere (inert gas) and with the pro-
rammed increase of the temperature, the metal ions in oxides
ith variable valence states could be thermally reduced. The

eduction process results in the release of lattice oxygen, which
an be detected by a mass spectrometer or gas chromatography.
uch a process is denoted as O2-TPD thereafter. For a typical
2-TPD experiment in this study, about 150 mg sample was

oaded into a U-type quartz glass tube with an inner diameter
f 1 mm. The reactor was then placed in a single-zone furnace
quipped with a temperature controller. Argon was used as the

arrier gas at a flow rate of 20 ml min−1. The temperature was
ncreased from 200 to 1000 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C min−1. The
ffluent gases were monitored by a mass spectrometer (Hiden,
IC-20).

h
a
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.3. Symmetric cell and fuel cell fabrication

Symmetric cells with the configuration of electrode
SDC|electrode were applied for the impedance studies. Dense
DC pellets of 12 mm in diameter and 0.8 mm in thickness were
repared by dry pressing and then were sintered in air at 1350 ◦C
or 5 h. To prepare the composite electrode, the BSCF and SDC
owders with the weight ratio of 70:30 were first dispersed in
pre-mixed solution of glycerol, ethylene glycol and isopropyl
lcohol to form a colloidal suspension by utilizing a high-energy
all milling process. The resultant colloidal suspension was then
pray deposited symmetrically on both surfaces of the SDC
ellet using a spray gun with N2 as the carrier gas, and then cal-
ined at 900–1100 ◦C for 5 h in ambient air to form the porous
ymmetric electrode layers.

Anode-supported complete cells with the SDC electrolyte
ere prepared using a co-pressing technique. Anode powders

onsisting of 60 wt.% NiO and 40 wt.% SDC were prepared by
ixing NiO and SDC physically in an agate mortar by hand.
o fabricate the single cell, the well-mixed NiO + SDC pow-
ers were first pressed as substrates; SDC powders were then
dded onto the substrates and pressed again to form bi-layer
ellets (area: ∼1.25 cm2), which were fired in air at 1450 ◦C for
h in order to achieve the densification of the electrolyte layer.
he BSCF + SDC colloidal suspension was then spray deposited
nto the electrolyte surfaces of the sintered bi-layer pellets, and
hen fired at 1000 ◦C for 5 h to form the compete cells with a
orous cathode layer (area: ∼0.48 cm2).

.4. Electrochemical performance test

The electrode performance was investigated with a sym-
etrical or complete cell configuration by the AC impedance
ethod using an electrochemical workstation composed of a
olartron 1287 potentiostat in combination with a 1260A fre-
uency response analyzer. The applied frequency ranged from
.01 Hz to 100 kHz with a signal amplitude of 10 mV under open
ircuit voltage (OCV) conditions. The overall impedance data
ere fitted by a complex non-linear least squares (CNLS) fitting
rogram in ZView 2.9b software. I–V polarization curves were
ollected using a Keithley 2420 source meter based on the four-
erminal configuration. The fuel cell was sealed onto a quartz
ube reactor with the cathode side exposed to ambient air. Pure
ydrogen at a flow rate of 80 ml min−1 [STP] was fed into the
node chamber as fuel. Silver paste was painted over the elec-
rode surface as the current collector by a brush and the cell with
he current collector was fired at 800 ◦C for half an hour before
he test.

. Results and discussion

.1. Effect of firing temperature on the phase reaction
etween SDC and BSCF
It is well known that cobalt-based perovskite materials have
igh reactivity. The reaction between cobalt-contained BSCF
nd SDC at various firing temperatures were investigated by ex-
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Fig. 1. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of (A) 900 ◦C calcined SDC; (B) 900 ◦C
calcined BSCF; (C) fresh mechanically mixed BSCF + SDC composite; (D, E,
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, G, H) sample C further calcined/fired at 900, 950, 1000, 1050 and 1100 ◦C
or 5 h under air, respectively; (I) sol–gel derived BSCF + SDC composite and
b) magnified XRD patterns from 25◦ to 35◦.

itu techniques. BSCF and SDC were mechanically mixed at the
eight ratio of 70:30 with the help of a high-energy ball miller

Fritsch Pulverisette 6) employing zirconium oxide as the grind-
ng ball and isopropyl alcohol as the solvent, and then calcined
t various temperatures in air for 5 h. 900 ◦C calcined BSCF and
DC from an EDTA–citrate complexing process were applied
s the starting materials for this study. After the calcination, the
amples were cooled to room temperature and examined by vari-
us techniques to detect the possible phase reaction. Fig. 1 shows
he X-ray diffraction patterns of the BSCF + SDC composite
xides that were calcined at various temperatures for 5 h. For

omparison, the patterns of the 900 ◦C calcined BSCF and SDC
amples were also presented. As can be seen, the raw materials
f the BSCF and SDC show the pure cubic perovskite phase and
ubic fluorite phase, respectively. The BSCF + SDC after being

o
c
fi
g
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alcined at 900 ◦C for 5 h showed similar diffraction patterns to
he non-calcined mixture. This suggests that the phase reaction
etween the BSCF and SDC at 900 ◦C was negligible. When
he calcination temperature was elevated to 1000 ◦C, additional
iffraction peaks appeared, located near the right side of the
ain BSCF peak, suggesting the formation of a new perovskite

xide (perovskite-B) with a smaller lattice parameter to BSCF.
urthermore, a new diffraction peak appeared at 2θ of 28.8◦,
hich was ascribed to the Ba(Sr)CeO3 phase (Fig. 1(b)). With

he further increase of calcination/firing temperature, the inten-
ity of the BSCF and SDC diffraction peaks decreased while
he intensity of perovskite-B increased. When the calcination
emperature was increased to 1100 ◦C, the BSCF phase com-
letely disappeared while the intensity of perovskite-B phase
as obviously strengthened.
The final reaction products of BSCF and SDC were exam-

ned by sol–gel synthesis based on the EDTA–citrate complexing
rocess. Metal nitrates of Ba(NO3)2, Sr(NO3)2, Co(NO3)2,
e(NO3)3, Sm(NO3)3 and Ce(NO3)3 according to the stoi-
hiometry of BSCF + SDC (70:30 in weight ratio) composite
ere mixed in the solution stage of the EDTA–citrate complex-

ng process. The metal diffusion block was eliminated during
he phase formation. Therefore, the obtained products reflect
he most stable products of the solid-state reaction between
SCF and SDC. Such a sample was named as sol–gel derived
SCF + SDC composite in the following section of this paper.
s shown in Fig. 1, it had the same diffraction patterns as the
100 ◦C calcined mechanically mixed BSCF + SDC composite.
his suggests that the solid-state reaction between BSCF and
DC was completed at 1100 ◦C.

It is well known that samaria and ceria both can dope into the
-site of the perovskite, and the successful doping of ceria into

he B-site of perovskite has also been reported [24–29]. Ce3+

nd Sm3+ have smaller ionic radii than Ba2+ and Sr2+, and their
oping into the A-site of BSCF would result in the shrinking of
he lattice. While Ce4+ has a much larger ionic radius (0.87 Å)
han cobalt (HS (high spin)-Co2+: 0.745 Å; HS–Co3+: 0.61 Å,
S–Co4+: 0.53 Å) and iron (HS–Fe3+:0.645 Å, Fe4+: 0.585 Å)

t the B-site, the doping of ceria into the B-site would result in
he expansion of the lattice. Since a smaller lattice parameter
or the perovskite-B than the BSCF was observed, samaria
nd ceria were likely incorporated into the A-site of the BSCF
uring the firing process. This assumption is supported by
he successful synthesis of the perovskite oxides with the
esired compositions of (Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.8Sm0.2Co0.8Fe0.2O3−�,
Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.8Ce0.2Co0.8Fe0.2O3−� and (Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.8
Sm0.2Ce0.8)0.2Co0.8Fe0.2O3−� based on an EDTA–citrate
omplexing process as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows the surface morphologies of BSCF, SDC and
SCF + SDC (70:30 in weight ratio) mixed powders fired at var-

ous temperatures for 5 h. The BSCF oxide had a grain size of
–5 �m, while the SDC had a finer particle size of ∼100 nm.
ET measurements show that the BSCF had a surface area

f only 0.25–0.4 m2 g−1 and the SDC of ∼6 m2 g−1 (1000 ◦C
alcined). Fig. 3C shows the typical morphologies of the very
ne particles surrounding the surface of the BSCF with a larger
rain size in the non-calcined mechanically mixed BSCF + SDC
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ig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of (A) BSCF; (B) Sm0.2(Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.8

o0.8Fe0.2O3−�; (C) Ce0.2(Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.8Co0.8Fe0.2O3−�; (D) (Sm0.8Ce0.2)0.2

Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.8Co0.8Fe0.2O3−�.

owders. Similar phenomena were also observed in the inves-
igation of the BSCF + LaCoO3 composite cathode [30]. When
he mixed powders were calcined at 1000 ◦C for 5 h (Fig. 3D),
he SDC grains grew obviously as compared with the fresh sam-
les. Based on the EDX results, at least two micro domains i.e.,
he BSCF-enriched phase and the SDC-enriched phase, were
bserved. The adhesion of SDC to BSCF was much improved
fter the calcination. However, the (Ba,Sr,Ce,Sm)(Co,Fe)O3−�

as hardly detected by SEM-EDX for this sample. From the
ombined SEM-EDX and XRD results, it is proposed that the
ormation of the new phase was located only at the BSCF–SDC
nterface. With the further increase of the calcination tempera-
ure to 1100 ◦C, the BSCF phase completely disappeared. The
nly observable phase by EDX was (Ba,Sr,Ce,Sm)(Co,Fe)O3−�

erovskite, which was well sintered as shown in Fig. 3E.
The phase reaction between the BSCF and SDC was further

nvestigated by the O2-TPD technique. For the perovskite under
rogrammed heating in a reduced oxygen partial pressure atmo-
phere (argon), the B-site metal ions with variable valence states
s thermally reduced to lower valence states accompanied with
he release of oxygen from the lattice structure. The released
xygen can be in-situ detected by a mass spectrometer. Nor-
ally, two types of desorption peaks may be observed for cobalt

nd iron based perovskites. For such perovskites, one or more
eaks between 300 and 600 ◦C are associated with the reduction
f Co4+/Fe4+ to Co3+/Fe3+. Sometimes one or more additional
eaks may be observed at T > 700 ◦C, and this is related to the
hermal reduction of Co3+ to Co2+. The shape and position of the
eaks are closely related with the elemental composition in the A
nd B-sites of perovskite. The different metal ions in the A-site
f perovskite affect the reduction/oxidation properties of the B-
ite metal ions. The shift of the oxygen desorption peak reflects

he compositional change of the perovskite. Fig. 4 shows the O2-
PD profiles of BSCF, sol–gel derived BSCF + SDC composite,
nd mechanically mixed BSCF + SDC mixture calcined at vari-
us temperatures for 5 h (25, 900, 950, 1000, 1050 and 1100 ◦C).
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he BSCF sample showed only one desorption peak (peak-A)
t around 410 ◦C at the low temperature zone (300–600 ◦C).
or the sol–gel derived BSCF + SDC composite, one desorption
eak (peak-B) was also present, but shifted slightly to a lower
emperature of ∼360 ◦C. Based on the XRD and SEM-EDX
esults, the sol–gel derived BSCF + SDC composite was mainly
omposed of (Ba,Sr,Ce,Sm)(Co,Fe)O3−� perovskite. Therefore,
eak-B was assigned to the release of oxygen from the lattice
f the (Ba,Sr,Ce,Sm)(Co,Fe)O3−� phase. This suggests that the
ncorporation of Sm3+ and Ce3+ into the A-site of the BSCF
esulted in the increased reducibility of cobalt and iron ions in
he perovskite. For the sample calcined at 900 ◦C, only one des-
rption peak around 410 ◦C was observed, which was located
t the same position as that of the non-calcined mechanically
ixed BSCF + SDC oxides and the pure BSCF. This suggests

hat the reaction between the BSCF and SDC was negligible at
00 ◦C, which agrees well with the XRD results. At a calcina-
ion temperature of 950 ◦C, the desorption peak shifted slightly
o a lower temperature of 390 ◦C. With the further increase
f the calcination temperature to 1000 ◦C, two strongly over-
apped desorption peaks were observed with the new appearance
f one (peak-B) located near the peak-A. This suggests that
partial reaction between the BSCF and SDC with the for-
ation of (Ba,Sr,Ce,Sm)(Co,Fe)O3−� phase occurred, and this

oincides well with the XRD results. The intensity of peak-
increased steadily with temperature while it decreased for

eak-A. Only peak-B survived after calcination at 1050 ◦C or
igher, suggesting the complete reaction of BSCF and SDC.
he aforementioned conclusions were also in agreement with

hose derived based on X-ray and SEM-EDX results.

.2. Influence of phase reaction on the electrochemical
erformance of BSCF + SDC

As demonstrated previously, the phase reaction between
SCF and SDC is closely related with the firing temperatures.
he effect of phase reaction on the cathode performance was

hen indirectly examined by varying the firing temperatures
or the cathode layer. The area specific resistances (ASRs) of
he BSCF + SDC electrode fired at various temperatures are
resented in Fig. 5. The ASR experienced a decrease with tem-
erature that reached a minimum value at 1000 ◦C, and then
ncreased sharply with the further increase of firing tempera-
ure. For example, the ASR of the cathodes at 600 ◦C fired from
00, 950, 1000, 1050 and 1100 ◦C, was 0.184, 0.106, 0.064,
.176 and 0.270 � cm2, respectively. A similar trend was also
bserved for the SSC + SDC cathode in literature [31].

The BSCF + SDC demonstrated modestly better performance
han the BSCF cathode when the firing temperature was 1000 ◦C.
owever, it showed a worse performance than the BSCF at
ther temperatures. Even when fired at 1000 ◦C, the increase
n cathode performance with the SDC addition was very limited
or the BSCF + SDC cathode. For example, an ASR of about

.099 � cm2 was observed for a pure BSCF cathode, while it
as about 0.064 � cm2 for a BSCF + SDC composite cathode
ith an improvement of only ∼36%. For SSC, LSM and LSCF,

he formation of a composite cathode by the introduction of
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Fig. 3. SEM morphologies of (A) SDC; (B) BSCF; (C–E) mechanically mixed BSCF + SDC composite (70:30 in weight ratio) with (C) before calcinations; (D)
calcined at 1000 ◦C for 5 h; and (E) calcined at 1100 ◦C for 5 h.
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ig. 4. O2-TPD profiles of (A) pure BSCF; (B) sol–gel derived BSCF + SDC
omposite; (C, D, E, F, G) and (H) mechanically mixed BSCF + SDC composite
alcined/fired at 900, 950, 1000, 1050 and 1100 ◦C for 5 h under air, respectively.

onic conducting phase resulted in the improvement of the cath-
de performance by more than one order of magnitude [31–33].
uch improvement was due to the extension of the active oxygen
eduction sites from the traditional electrode–electrolyte–gas
hase (three-phase-boundary, TPB) to the entire cathode layer.
ince the BSCF by itself is a mixed conducting oxide with

he oxygen ionic conductivity even higher than SDC [16], the
lightly better performance for the BSCF + SDC cathode as com-
ared with the pure BSCF was unlikely contributed from the
xygen ionic conductivity of SDC. Based on the SEM results
n Fig. 3, it may be related with the enlarged surface area con-
ributed from the SDC phase. However, the strong dependence
f ASR on firing temperature suggests that the ASR could also
e closely related with the phase reaction between BSCF and
DC.

As shown in Figs. 2–4, phase reaction between BSCF

nd SDC with the formation of new perovskite (Ba,Sr,Sm,
e)(Co,Fe)O3-� could occur, depending on the firing tem-
eratures. The electrical and electrochemical properties of

ig. 5. Effect of firing temperature on the area specific resistance of BSCF + SDC
70:30 in weight ratio) electrode based on symmetric cell configuration.
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C) (Sm0.2Ce0.8)0.2(Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.8Co0.8Fe0.2O3−�; (D) sol–gel derived
SCF + SDC composite; (E) Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−�.

he reaction products between BSCF and SDC were then
nvestigated. Fig. 6 shows the electrical conductivity of the
SCF, sol–gel derived BSCF + SDC composite, A-site Sm3+

ncorporated BSCF (Sm0.2Ba0.4Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2 O3-�), A-site
e4+ incorporated BSCF (Ce0.2Ba0.4Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−�),
nd A-site ceria and samaria incorporated BSCF
(Sm0.2Ce0.8)0.2Ba0.4Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3-�), measured by
our-terminal DC techniques. It shows that the doping of Sm3+

nd Ce3+ into the A-site of BSCF perovskite resulted in the
ncreased electrical conductivity of the oxide. Such improve-

ent can be explained in part by the fact that the doping of Ce3+

nd Sm3+ into A-site of the BSCF resulted in the shrinking of
he lattice. Because Ce3+/Sm3+ have smaller ionic size than
a2+/Sr2+, their doping in the A-site of the BSCF promotes the
-site metal ions to take a higher valence state. Consequently,

he distance between the B-site metals became closer and thus it
s easier for electron exchange between the B-site ions to occur.
n the other hand, Ce3+/Sm3+ have a higher valence state than
a2+/Sr2+, and thus the doping of Ce3+/Sm3+ into the A-site
f the BSCF reduced the oxygen vacancy concentration, which
lso is also beneficial for increasing the p-type conductivity.
he electrode performances of sol–gel derived BSCF + SDC
omposite and (Sm0.2Ce0.8)0.2Ba0.4Sr0.4 Co0.8Fe0.2O3−�, were
easured based on symmetric cell configuration and a compar-

son with the pure BSCF cathode. The same firing temperature
f 1000 ◦C was selected in this investigation to ensure similar
athode morphologies for all the samples. As shown in Fig. 7,
oth sol–gel derived BSCF + SDC and (Sm0.2Ce0.8)0.2Ba0.4
r0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ demonstrated relatively worse cathode
erformance when compared with the BSCF. Such a decrease
n electrode performance can be related to the reduced oxygen
acancy concentration due to the incorporation of Ce3+/Sm3+

n the A-site of BSCF.

Based on above results, a reaction mechanism between the

SCF and SDC for the high-temperature firing and the influ-
nce of the reaction on the cathode performance of the composite
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ig. 7. Temperature dependence of ASRs (A) BSCF; (B) sol–gel derived
SCF + SDC composite; (C) (Sm0.8Ce0.2)0.2(Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.8Co0.8Fe0.2O3−�.

xide, as shown in Fig. 8, was proposed. The mechanical mixing
f the BSCF and SDC resulted in the fine SDC particles being
oosely attached to the surfaces of the big BSCF grains. At a tem-
erature of 900 ◦C, the reaction between the BSCF and SDC was
egligible. However, the connection between the BSCF and SDC
articles was also poor after firing at this temperature, which
esulted in a relatively high interfacial polarization. Therefore,
arge ASRs were observed for the cathode fired at this tem-
erature. The steady increase of firing temperature resulted in
nhanced particle connections, which account for the improved
SRs with increasing temperature up to 1000 ◦C. When the fir-

ng/calcination temperature reached 1000 ◦C, the inter-diffusion
etween BSCF and SDC was enhanced and the constricted
olid-state reaction between BSCF and SDC occurred with the
ormation of a third phase of (Ba,Sr,Ce,Sm)(Co,Fe)O3−� at
heir phase boundary. The limited reactive sintering aided in
he adhesion of fine SDC particles to the BSCF surfaces firmly.
n connection with the higher electronic conductivity of the third

hase than with the reactants of BSCF and SDC, an improved
urrent distribution efficiency could then be expected, which
s beneficial for reducing the interfacial polarization resistance.
lthough the new phase has worse activity for oxygen reduction

B
p

c

Fig. 8. Diagram for the sintering mechanism
ig. 9. A fraction surface micrograph of a single cell based on BSCF + SDC
athode and NiO + SDC anode and SDC electrolyte.

han the BSCF, its detrimental effect on the cathode perfor-
ance is negligible since it located only along the BSCF and
DC interface and its thickness is small due to the limited reac-

ion. Instead, the relatively higher surface area of the SDC phase
uccessfully enlarged the active sites for oxygen reduction. In
onnection with the good electrochemical activity of SDC for
xygen adsorption and activation, the improved cathode perfor-
ance of the BSCF + SDC composite cathode fired at 1000 ◦C as

ompared with the pure BSCF cathode, is then well understood.
ith the further increase of the firing temperature to 1050 ◦C or

igher, however, the diffusion block between the BSCF and SDC
hases was successfully overcome, which resulted in the forma-
ion of the (Ba,Sr,Sm,Ce)(Co,Fe)O3−� new phase throughout the
ntire cathode, a material with worse cathode performance than
SCF. Furthermore, the cathode sintering was also accelerated.

oth detrimental effects resulted in a sharp decrease in cathode
erformance with the further increase of the firing temperature.

Finally, an optimal firing temperature of 1000 ◦C for fabri-
ating the BSCF + SDC cathode layer was developed. Whole

of BSCF + SDC composite cathode.
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ig. 10. The dependence of cell voltages and power densities on current densities
f cell tested at various temperature between 500 and 600 ◦C.

ells with the BSCF + SDC cathode fired from 1000 ◦C were
hen fabricated for further fuel cell performance tests. Fig. 9
hows the typical SEM micrograph of the fractured surfaces of
n anode-supported fuel cell. The fuel cell was composed of
n Ni + SDC anode with a thickness of ∼0.5 mm, SDC elec-
rolyte of ∼30 �m, and BSCF + SDC cathode of 10 �m. Shown
n Fig. 10 is the dependence of cell voltages and power densi-
ies on current densities of the cell tested at various temperatures
etween 500 and 600 ◦C with similar cell configuration as shown
n Fig. 9. Ambient air was applied as the cathode atmosphere
nd pure hydrogen as the fuel during the study. A maximum
eak power density of 1050 mW cm−2 was achieved at 600 ◦C
ith the open circuit voltage of ∼0.84 V, which are compara-
le or even slightly better than results from the similar fuel cell
ased on the pure BSCF cathode [16]. At 500 ◦C, a promis-

ng peak power density of ∼382 mW cm−2 was still reached.
hown in Fig. 11 are the electrochemical impedance spectra of

he cell under OCV condition. It was mainly composed of two
arts. The left arc (high frequency) is contributed of ohmic polar-

ig. 11. Impedance spectroscopies of the anode-supported fuel cell with
000 ◦C calcined BSCF + SDC (70:30 in weight ratio) at various temperatures
nder OCV conditions.
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zation, including the effective resistance between cathode and
node, the ohmic resistance of the connection leads, while the
ight arc (low frequency) is due to the total polarization resis-
ance of electrodes including anode and cathode. An electrode
esistance of only 0.048 and 0.25 � cm2 was observed at 600
nd 500 ◦C, respectively, which are even smaller than the cor-
esponding ASRs of the BSCF + SDC based on the symmetric
ell configuration. This suggests that the cathode performance
as even improved under the asymmetric cell condition on the
ne hand and negligible anode polarization on the other hand.

. Conclusions

Based on the above results the following conclusions could
e made. The solid-state reaction between BSCF and SDC in
he BSCF + SDC (70:30 in weight ratio) composite cathode
s greatly contingent on the firing temperature. At 900 ◦C or
ower, negligible reaction occurred. At ∼1000 ◦C, the reaction
ccurred at the BSCF + SDC interface only, with the forma-
ion of the third phase of (Ba,Sr,Ce,Sm)(Co,Fe)O3−� perovskite
rom the incorporation of Sm3+ and Ce3+ into the A-site of
SCF. When the firing temperature was elevated to ∼1050 ◦C
r higher, the reaction progressed throughout the entire cathode
ith the formation of (Ba,Sr,Ce,Sm)(Co,Fe)O3−� perovskite,
hich had higher electronic conductivity than BSCF but worse

ctivity for oxygen reduction due to the decrease in lattice size
nd oxygen vacancy concentration. Therefore, obvious increase
f polarization resistance for oxygen reduction was observed
hen BSCF + SDC was fired at ∼1100 ◦C. At a modest fir-

ng temperature of 1000 ◦C, the reaction occurred only at the
nterface of BSCF and SDC, which did not produce a detri-

ental effect on the oxygen reduction process; on the contrary,
t resulted in good connection between the BSCF and SDC
articles in the BSCF + SDC composite cathode and helped to
educe the interfacial resistance. Furthermore, the SDC enlarged
he effective cathode surface area due to the higher surface
rea of SDC in comparison to BSCF. Therefore, an improved
athode performance was observed for the 1000 ◦C calcined
SCF + SDC composite cathode as compared to the pure phase
SCF. Complete fuel cells with the BSCF + SDC cathode fired

rom 1000 ◦C were then fabricated. A peak power density as
igh as 1050 mW cm−2 was achieved at 600 ◦C.
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